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For higher reliability and safety, consider the following precautionary measures.
Read and follow the instructions carefully before running of the product.

1. Safety Caution

WARNING
Failure to follow these instructions could result in fire, electric shock, 
or other injuries,  or property damage 

Indication

Prohibition 

(Potential risk of electric shock or fire)

(Potential risk of electric shock or fire) (Potential risk of electric shock or fire)

(Potential risk of electric shock or fire)

Must follow 

Do not disassemble Unplug the power from the 
outlet

Grounding to prevent electric 
shock

Do not handle the product 
with wet hands 

Do not pull or touch the power plug with 
wet hands. 

Do not bend the wire and do not allow the 
wire to be pressed by heavy object.

If a power plug is broken or a plug is cut or 
worn, do not use it. 

Do not overload the power plug into one 
outlet. 

WARNING
Failure to follow these instructions could result in fire, electric shock, 
or other injuries,  or property damage 

Failure to follow these instructions could result in fire, electric shock, 
or other injuries,  or property damage 

(Turn off the power at installation,   
  transportation, wiring and inspection.)

(You may get hurt and it can be broken   
  when it falls)

(Potential risk of fire or unit malfunction)
(Potential risk of fire or unit malfunction)

(Potential risk of discoloration or 
 electric shock)

(Potential risk unit malfunction, electric 
 shock or fire. When the product needs  
 to be repaired, please contact in place 
 where you ordered.inspection.)

 Dealer

Do not pull out the power plug to turn off 
the product. 

Do not install the product in uneven or 
inclined surface. 

If the product that needs to be repaired,  
please contact in place where you ordered.

Please do not give excessive shock. 

Keep product away from the water and 
other material. 

Do not disassemble, repair or modify the 
product. 

CAUTION
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2. Unpacking  

Printer Battery

AC Cord

Roll paper

Belt Strap+Bracket

USB CableCharger CD (Manual)

Quick Manual

Set Cradle Leather case (Standard or MSR & IC Card) 
Belt Clip

Adaptor

Optional

Standard

3. Product overview 

Paper feed 
Button

Open Button

Power 
Button

Control
Panel 

DC Power

USB

Belt clip hole

Battery

Front

Rear

MSR & IC CARD (Optional) 

MSR

ICR
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  Button   Name                     function

Power 
Button

This button is used to turn the printer on and off.
When the printer is off, press this button for approximately 3 seconds 
and it will turn on the power. When you press this button in a state 
that the printer is on, the printer will turn off.

Paper 
Feed 
Button

Paper output can be done manually by pressing this button.
Additionally, self-testing and Hexadecimal Dumping can be 
processed..
1. Refer to “MANUAL” for self test information.
2. Refer to the service manual regarding Hexadecimal Dumping.

Battery 
Status 
Lamp

1. If the Batt, LED are Lit, the battery is fully charged.
2. If you can hear beeping sound and LED light is turned off, it means  
    that the battery is at the lowest level.
3. If the battery is not charged at all, the printer turns off 
    automatically.

Error 
Lamp 

If the red light is turned on, it means there is no paper roll or the 
paper cover is open. 

LINK/ 
Power 
Light 

- LINK : LED BLINK
- POWER ON : BULE LED ON
- POWER OFF :  LED OFF

4. Usage and Installation

4-1 Control panel usage

1. Align battery hook as shown in the picture
2. Push the battery into the printer until it locks in place.

NOTE
As the battery is not charged at the time of your purchase, charge the 
battery prior to using the printer
(Battery charger or Cradle can be used to charge) 

Hook  

4-2 Battery Installation

   CAUTION
Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type.
Dispose of used batteries according to the instructions
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4-3 Battery removal

NOTE
1. Unless the exclusive charger is used provided by the manufacturer, the printer   
   can be damaged, and the manufacturer is not liable for the consequential damage.

2. Before removing the battery, make sure that power is turned off.

3. Printer does not work in the status of being connected with charger only.

4. The battery should be installed to operate printer.

5. While charging, do not turn on the power.

6. Do not operate the print while charging the battery.

7. Do not connect the charger while the printer is operated.

4-4 Battery charging

1. Be sure that the printer is turned off. 

2. After open the DC JACK cover, insert DC JACK into the printer.

3. Plug the power cord to electrical outlet.

Lamp

4-4-1 The status of lamp in charging

Status                         charging              charging complete      

Charging Lamp Red    Green

Remove the battery as shown

OPEN

4-4-1 charging usage
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4-4-2 charging set cradle

Status                         charging              charging complete      

Charging Lamp Red    Green

NOTE
In the case the printer is not fixed properly in the set cradle, the red lamp will 
be blinking, Then, extract and reinsert the battery.

4-5 Set Cradle usage

1. Place the printer into the set cradle as shown above.
2. Connect the DC JACK to the set cradle.
3. Plug the power cord into the electrical outlet.
4. Once the charging is completed, remove the printer from the set cradle.

Optional
Optional

CHARGING (RED ON)
ERROR (RED Flicker)

CHARGING COMPLETE
(GREEN ON)

1
2

Press the PUSH button to pop 
the cradle slide out.

Align the second cradle to the slide of existing cradle, 
and connect each other by pressing down. 

(To disassemble, repeat these steps in a reverse order)
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1 2
3 4

Prepare a belt strap, bracket 
and 2 screws.

Slide the strap into the loop on 
the back side.

Put the strap into the hole on the 
top of the belt bracket.

Make sure the strap is fastened 
enough to use.

4-6 Belt Clip & Strap

5
6

After connecting the strap and bracket, insert the screws 
in the bracket fixed hole.

Use a screw driver to tighten 
the bracket. 

4-6-1 Belt Strap+bracket usage
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1 2
3 4

Press the PUSH button to open 
the paper cover.

Pull a short length of paper out of 
the printer and close the cover.

Insert the paper in the right 
direction.

Tear off the additional paper using 
tear bar.

4-7 Roll Paper installation

  1
  2

As shown in the picture, tighten the screw with a screw driver.

Insert the belt clip screw into the hole of Belt clip. 

4-6-2 Belt clip usage Optional
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1 2
3 4

Open the leather case.

Close the Velcro and stick the 
cover.

Place the printer into the leather 
case.

Fasten to the belt by using the strap 
at the rear of the leather case.

4-8 Leather case usage
Optional

1 2
3

NOTE

Turn off the power pressing the 
power button for approximately 
3 seconds.

The printout is produced.

While you are pressing the FEED 
button, press the power button.

4-9 Self Test

1. To enter hex dump mode, press  the Feed  

    button once more

2. If the Feed button is not pressed, 

    self test will be finished automatically 

    after 3 seconds
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When the printer is installed initially or 

when you face a problem, you can run the 

self test and check the information about

-Control Circuit, Mechanism, Print Quality, 

  ROM Version

After checking with self-test and no issues 

are found, you can examine other 

devices and software. This function is 

working independent of devices and 

software.   

● Motor protection from being overheated

The motor should be stopped and cooled 
about more than 30 seconds after 
continuous printing 1.5 meter

The sample of self test printout

Insert and swipe the card in the direction of the arrow as shown in the picture.

Optional
4-10. MSR usage
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Optional

Insert the card in the direction of the arrow as shown in the picture. 

4-11. IC CARD usage

5. Peripherals connection

This product can communicate with other devices via 
Bluetooth  communication and cable.

5-1. Bluetooth connection
1.  The Printer can be connected to devices equipped with Bluetooth communication   
     capacity (PDAs, PCs, etc.)

2.  Use the Bluetooth connection function supported by the device to connect 
     to the printer. 

NOTE
Refer to the Bluetooth Manual for more details on connection.

Optional
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5-1-1. NFC connection

1. The printer can be connected to devices equipped with NFC 
communication capacity.
2. Use the NFC connection function supported by the device to connect 
to the printer.

This product can communication with other devices via NFC communication.

NOTE
-refer to the NFC Manual for more details on connection.
-NFC is compatible with only Bluetooth.

This product can communicate with other devices via 
Wi-Fi communication and cable.

5-2. Wi-Fi(802.11 a/b/g/n) connection
1.  The Printer can be connected to devices equipped with Wi-Fi(802.11a/b/g/n)  
     communication capacity (PDAs, PCs, etc.)

2.  Use the Wi-Fi(802.11a/b/g/n) connection function supported by the device to  
     connect  to the printer. 

NOTE
Refer to the Wi-Fi(802.11a/b/g/n)  Manual for more details on connection.

Optional

Optional
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6. Roll media specification

Core

Diameter(A) 12.5mm +/-0.5mm

Roll

Max.diameter(B) Max. Φ40mm

Max.Media Width (C) Max. 58 ± 0.5mm

Min.media Thickness 0.06mm

Protect the media against sand, grit, and other hard particles during printing 
and storage. Keep the cover closed. Even very small foreign particles may cause 
severe harm to the delicate printhead.

USB

5-3. Interface Cable connection

1. Connect USB cable into the cable connector on the printer.

2. Connect the interface cable into the USB port of the device
    (PDA, PC, etc.)

NOTE
Use the cable offered by the manufacturer (USB)
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8. Printer cleaning

If the interior of the printer is dusty, printing quality can lowered.
In such a case, follow the instructions below to clean up the printer.

     NOTE
1. Make sure to turn the printer power off prior to cleaning

2. Regarding print head cleaning, as the print head sets very hot during 
    printing, turn off the printer power and wait approximately 10 minute before 
    commencement.

3. When cleaning the print head, take care not to touch the heated portion of the 
    print head. The print head subject to be damaged by static electricity.

4. Take care not to allow the print head to become scratched and /or  
    damaged  in any way.

1. Use an applicator swab moistened with an alcohol solution to clean the print 
    head and remove any dusts.

2. Once the cleaning is completed, insert paper roll into the printer few minutes 
    later and close the printer cover.

   Preventing Overheating
    To prevent the motor from overheating, continuous driving of the printer 
    should be 1.5 m or less in print length. Set the pause time for 30 seconds 
    or more after driving the printer.

HEAD

7. Black Mark

58 (MAX PAPER WIDTH)

48 (PRINT WIDTH)

55
1.8 ~ 8.3

10 ~ 58

1.8 ~ 8.3

2.5

20 ~ 300

15

5

PA
PE

R 
FE

ED
IN

G
 D

IR
EC

TI
O

N
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9. Printer Specification 

9-1 Specification

Printing Method Direct Thermal

Printing Speed Max. 100mm/s

Resolution 203 DPI

Character ESC/POS FontA(12x24), FontB(9x17), Asian Font(KOR, 
JPN,CHN_GB2312,CHN_BIG5)

CPCL Font0/1/2/4/5/6/7, 24x24 Asian Font(KOR, 
JPN,CHN_GB2312,CHN_BIG5), Resident TTF, 
Downloadable TTF

ZPL FontA~H, FontGS,Resident TTF(Font0), Download-
able TTF

Barcode ESC/POS 1D: EAN-8, EAN-13, Code39, ITF, UPC-A, UPC-E,   
      Codabar, Code93, Code128
2D: QR, PDF417

CPCL 1D: LUPC-A(+2,+5), UPC-E(+2, +5), EAN13(+2, +5), 
      EAN8(+2,+5), Code39 etc. (CPCL)
2D: QR, PDF417, MicroPDF417, Maxicode, 
       Datamatrix, Aztec, TLC39, RSS14

ZPL 1D : Code11, ITF, Code39, Planet, EAN-8, UPC-E, 
       Code93, Code128 etc. (ZPLII)
2D: QR, PDF417, MicroPDF417, Maxicode, 
       Datamatrix, Aztec, TLC39, RSS14

Emulation ESC/POS, CPCL, ZPL

Driver Window Printer Driver(10, 2012, 8.0/8.1, 7, 2008,
Vista, 2003, XP, 32 & 64bit),
Windows (CE 4.2 & 5.0 & 6.0 & 7.0 / Mobille 5.0 & 6.0)

Sensor Paper End Sensor,  Cover Open
Sensor, Black Mark Sensor

Paper Paper type Thermal Paper

Width  Max. 58±0.5mm

Thickness 0.06mm 

External Diameter Max. Φ40mm

Internal Diameter 12.5mm +/-0.5mm

Reliability TPH 50km

Pulse Activation 50,000,000 pulse or more(12.5% Print Ratio)

Interface Standard USB

Option Bluetooth Smart Ready Ver 4.2
or Wi-Fi(802.11a/b/g/n)

Battery Charger Input AC100~240V, 50/60Hz

Output  8.4V , 800~1400mA

Battery  Battery type Li-ion

Output 7.4V, 1510mAh

Charging time 2 Hrs (MSR+ICR : 2.5 Hrs)

EMV II 
(Optional)

MSR Card Standard ISO 1&2&3 or ISO 1&2&JIS-II

Track ISO Track 1&2&3

Magnetic Head Life 500,000 Passes(minimum)

ICR Card Standard ISO 7816

Head Life Cycle 100,000 Passes(minimum)

Size
[W x D x H (mm)]

Standard 80 x 119.4 x 44

MSR+ICR 80 x 135.8 x 44

Weight Standard 242.5g (With Battery)

MSR+ICR 280.8g (With Battery)

Temperature  Operation -10~50℃

Storage -20~60℃

Humidity   Operation 35 ~ 80%

Storage  10 ~ 90%
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NOTE

Compatible
  Partially 
Compatible

     Not 
Compatible

○ ● △ x

Compatible with only 
commanders provided 
by the manufacturer.

10. Emulation Command Compatibility

ESC Command

Command Function Compatibility

HT Horizontal tab ○

LF Print and line feed ○

CR Print and carriage return ○

FF Print end position label to start printing ○

CAN Cancel print data in page mode ○

RS Beep 0.3seconds ○

DLE EOT Transmit real-time status ○

DLE ENQ Send real-time request to printer ○

ESC FF Print data in page mode ○

ESC SP Set character right-side spacing ○

ESC ! Set print mode ○

ESC $ Set absolute print position ○

ESC % Select/cancel user-defined character set ○

ESC & Define user-defined characters ○

ESC * Set bit image mode ○

ESC - Turn underline mode on/off ○

ESC 2 Select default line spacing ○

ESC 3 Set line spacing ○

ESC ? Cancel user-defined characters ○

ESC @ Initialize printer ○

ESC D Set horizontal tab positions ○

ESC E Turn emphasized mode on/off ○

ESC G Turn double-strike mode on/off ○

ESC J Print and feed paper ○

ESC L Select page mode ○

ESC M Select character font ○

ESC R Select international character set ○

ESC S Select standard mode ○

ESC T Select print direction in page mode ○

ESC V Turn 90° clockwise rotation mode on/off ○

ESC W Set printing area in page mode ○

ESC ＼ Set relative position ○

ESC a Select justification ○

ESC c 5 Enable/disable panel buttons

ESC d Print and feed paper n lines ○

ESC t Select character code table ○

ESC v Transmit paper sensor status ○

ESC { Turn upside-down print mode on/off ○

ESC 0xFF Macro ○

GS ! Select character size ○

GS $
Set absolute vertical print position in 

page mode 
○

GS * Define downloaded bit image ○

GS / Print down-loaded bit image ○

GS B
Turn white/black reverse printing mode 

on/off
○

GS H Select printing position of HRI characters ○

GS I Transmit printer ID ○

GS L Set left margin ○

GS P Set horizontal and vertical motion units ○
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GS W Set printing area width ○

GS ＼
Set relative vertical print position in page 

mode
○

GS ^ Execute macro ○

GS : Start/end macro definition ○

GS a
Enable/disable Automatic Status 

Back(ASB)
○

GS f Select font for HRI characters ○

GS h Set bar code height ○

GS k Print bar code ○

GS r Transmit status ○

GS v 0 Print raster bit image ○

GS w Set bar code width ○

GS S C Set Serial Baud rate ○

DLE EOT n
Selects card read mode / Cancel card 

read mode
○

GS S P Power Save Mode ○

FS ! Set print mode(s) for Kanji characters ○

FS & Select Kanji character mode ○

FS -
Turn underline mode on/off for Kanji 

characters
○

FS . Cancel Kanji character mode ○

FS 3 Select Kanji character code system ○

FS S Set Kanji character spacing ○

FS W
Turn quadruple-size mode on/off for 

Kanji characters
○

FS p Print NV bit image ○

FS q Define NV bit image ○

CPCL Command 

Command Function Compatibility

PRINTER COMMANDS

PRINT Terminate and print the file. ○

FORM
Instruct the printer to feed to top of 
form after printing.

○

JOURNAL
Disable this automatic media 
alignment.

○

UNITS
Specify a measurement system for 
all subsequent command fields.

○

USING COMMENTS Comments. ○

TEXT 

TEXT Place text on a label. ○

FONT-GROUP(FG)
Give a user the ability to group up 
to 10 pre-scaled font files into a 
single group.

○

TEXT 
CONCATENATION

Assign different character styles to 
strings.

○

MULTILINE(ML)
Print multiple lines of text using the 
same font and line-height.

○

COUNT Is used for printing multiple labels. ○

SETMAG
Magnify a resident font to the 
magnification factor specified.

○

SCALABLE TEXT

SCALE-TEXT
Specify the point size of both the 
width and height of the font.

○

SCALABLE 
CONCATENATION

Assign different character styles to 
strings.

○

LINEAR BARCODES

BARCODE
prints bar codes in both vertical and 
horizontal orientations at specified 
widths and heights.

○
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BARCODE-TEXT
Is used to label bar codes with the 
same data used to create the bar 
code.

○

COUNT

Is used for printing multiple labels 
where a numeric text field or 
numeric data encoded in a bar 
code is to be incremented or 
decremented for each label.

○

TWO-DIMENSIONAL BARCODES

PDF417 Produce the PDF417 barcode. ○

MICROPDF-417
Produce the MICROPDF-
417barcode.

●

MAXICODE Produce the MAXICODE barcode. ○

QRCODE Produce the QRCODE barcode. ○

DATAMATRIX Produce the DATAMATRIX barcode. ●

GS1(RSS-14) Produce the GS1barcode. ○

AZTEC Produce the AZTEC barcode. ○

GRAPHICS

BOX
Produce rectangular shapes of 
specified line thickness.

○

LINE
Produce the lines of any length, 
thickness, and angular orientation.

○

INVERSE-LINE
Black areas re-drawn white, and 
white areas re-drawn black.

○

PATTERN
Is used with the LINE and SCALE-
TEXT commands to change the 
patterns used to fill these shapes.

○

GRAPHICS Print bit-mapped graphics. ○

PCX
Send “.PCX” graphics formatted 
images to the printer.

○

ADVANCED COMMANDS

CONTRAST
Specify the print darkness for the 
entire label.

○

TONE
Specify the print darkness for all 
labels.

○

JUSTIFICATION Control alignment of field. ○

PAGE-WDITH Specify page width. ○

PACE Batch printing. ○

NO-PACE
Cancel the PACE and AUTO-PACE 
mode.

○

WAIT
Introduce a delay after a label is 
printed.

○

SPEED Set the highest motor speed level. ○

SETSP
Change spacing between text 
characters.

○

ON-FEED

Can be configured to ignore, form-
feed, or reprint the last label when 
the feed key is pressed or when 
it receives a form-feed character 
(0x0c).

○

PREFEED
Advance the media a specified 
amount prior to printing.

○

POSTFEED
Advance the media a specified 
amount after printing.

○

COUNTRY/ 
CODE PAGE

Substitute the appropriate character 
set for the specified country.

○

FORMAT FILES Identify format and data respectively. ○

BEEP
Sound the beeper for a given time 
length.

○
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LINE PRINT MODE

SETLP
Change the font the printer for line 
print mode.

○

SETLF
Change the height of each line 
without changing the font.

○

Moving With X and 
Y Coordinates

Move down and across the paper 
using X and Y values.

○

LMARGIN
Set the left margin in line print 
mode.

○

SETBOLD Make text bolder and slightly wider. ○

SETSP

Change spacing between 
text characters. Spreading out 
characters on a line makes the font 
appear wider.

○

Special ASCII 
Characters

Function specific action. ○

SETFF Align top of media to print head. ○

SET-TOF

Program the distance between the 
top-of-form and the end of the next 
(positive value) or previous (negative 
value) eye-sense mark or gap.

○

SETLP-TIMEOUT Set receive-timeout value. ○

ADVANCED UTILITIES

VERSION Report the firmware version. ○

CHECKSUM Report the application checksum. ○

DEL Delete the specified file. ○

DIR Send the file directory to a host. ○

DEFINE-FILE
Define a file name for a file to be 
loaded into the printer.

○

TYPE Report the text file. ○

BAUD Set the printer serial port baud rate. ○

COUNTRY / 
CODE-PAGE

Substitute the appropriate character 
set for the specified country.

○

TIMEOUT Set the system off-time. ○

BEED
Sound the beeper for a given time 
length.

○

ON-LOW-BATTERY
Transmit the message “LOW 
BATTERY ALERT!” and sound the 
beeper.

○

LT
Specify the command line terminator 
character(s).

○

SET-TIME
Set the time in the real time clock 
module.

○

GET-TIME Report the current time. ○

SET-DATE
Set the date in the real time clock 
module.

○

GET-DATE Report the current date. ○

PRINTING A TIME 
STAMP

Print a time stamp on a label. ○

PRINTING A DATE 
STAMP

Print a day stamp on a label. ○

PAPER-JAM
Establish the parameters that allow 
the printer to report a paper jam.

○

PRINTER ESCAPE

SET AND READ 
CODE

Set and read CCL Code. △

STATUS/ 
INFROMATION

Instruct the printer to return a status 
and information.

○

USER LABEL 
COUNT

Request the current user label 
count from the printer or instruct the 
printer to clear its user label count 
to zero.

○

POWER OFF Shut off. ○
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ZPL Command

Command Function Compatibility

^A Specify the font to use in a text field. ○

^A@ Use Font Name to Call Font ○

^B0 Produce the Aztec barcode. ○

^B1 Produce the Code 11 barcode. ○

^B2 Produce the Interleaved 2 of 5 barcode. ○

^B3 Produce the Code 39 barcode. ○

^B4 Produce the Code 49 barcode. ○

^B5 Produce the Planet Code barcode. ○

^B7 Produce the PDF417 barcode. ○

^B8 Produce the EAN-8 barcode. ○

^B9 Produce the UPC-E barcode. ○

^BA Produce the Code 93 barcode. ○

^BC Produce the Code 128 barcode. ○

^BD Produce the UPS Maxi code barcode. ○

^BE Produce the EAN-13 barcode. ○

^BF Produce the MicroPDF417 barcode. ○

^BI Produce the Industrial 2 of 5 barcode. ○

^BJ Produce the Standard 2 of 5 barcode. ○

^BK Produce the ANSI Coda bar barcode. ○

^BL Produce the LOGMARS barcode. ○

^BM Produce the MSI barcode. ○

^BO Produce the Aztec barcode. ○

^BP Produce the Plessey barcode. ○

^BQ Produce the QR Code barcode. ○

^BR Produce the RSS barcode. ○

^BS
Produce the UPC/EAN Extensions 
barcode.

○

^BT Produce the TLC39 barcode. ○

^BU Produce the UPC-A barcode. ○

^BX Produce the Data Matrix barcode. ○

^BY
Change the default values of barcode 
fields.

○

^BZ Produce the POSTNET barcode. ○

^CC ~CC Change caret. ○

^CD Change the delimiter character. ○

^CF Set alphanumeric default font. ○

^CI Change International Font/Encoding. ○

^CT ~CT Change tilde. ○

^CW Assign Font id ○

~DF Download formats. ○

~DG Download graphics. ○

^FB
Print text into a defined block type 
format.

○

^FC Set the clock-indicators. ○

^FD Define the data string for the field. ○

^FH
Enter the hexadecimal value for any 
characters.

○

^FN Number the data fields. ○

^FO Set a field origin. ○

^FP
Set vertical and reverse formatting of the 
font field.

○

^FR Set field reverse print. ○

^FS Denote the end of the field definition. ○

^FT Set the field position. ○

^FV
Define the data string for the variable 
field.

○

^FW Set the field orientation. ○

^FX Comments. ○

^GB Draw boxes. ○
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^GC Draw circles. ○

^GD Draw diagonal line. ○

^GE Draw graphic ellipse. ○

^GF Download graphic field data. ○

^GS Change data into graphic symbols. ○

^ID
Delete objects, graphics, fonts, and 
stored formats.

○

^IL Load stored image of a format. ○

^IM Load stored image of a graphic. ○

^IS Store printed image as a graphic image. ○

~JR Reset printers. ○

^JS Select sensor. ○

~JS Change back feed sequence. ○

^KL
Select the language displayed on the 
control panel.

○

^LH Set the label home position. ○

^LL Define the length of the label. ○

^LR
Reverse the printing of all fields in the 
label format.

○

^LS Shift all field positions to the left. ○

^LT
Move the entire label format from its 
current position.

○

^MC Clear map. ○

^MD
Adjust the darkness relative to the current 
darkness setting.

○

^MN Set media type. ○

^PM
Print the entire printable area of the label 
as a mirror Image.

○

^PO Invert the label format 180 degrees. ○

^PQ Set total quantity of labels to print. ○

^PR Select print speed. ○

~PR Reprint. ○

^PW Set print width. ○

^SC
Change the serial communications 
parameters

○

^SD Set the darkness. ○

^SF Serialize field. ○

^SL
Set clock-mode and language of control 
panel.

○

^SN Set serialized data. ○

^SO Set clock-offset. ○

^ST Set date and time for RTC. ○

~TA Adjust tear-off position. ○

^XA Start format. ○

^XF Recalls format. ○

^XG Recall graphic ○

^XZ End format. ○

^ZZ
Place the printer in an idle or shutdown 
mode.

○
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11.Certification

FCC Information
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Results. Operation is subject to 
the following two conditions:
        
           (1) This Device may not cause harmful interface, and
           (2) This device must accept any interference received, including     
                 interference that may cause undesired operation.

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for CLASS B 
digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide 
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated 
in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instuctions, may 
cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee 
that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause 
harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning 
the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try correct the interference by one 
or more of the following measures:

       1.1. Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
       1.2. Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
       1.3. Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from
             that to which receiver is connected.
       1.4. Consult the dealer or experienced radio/TV technician for help.            

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the manufacturer could void the 
user's authority to operate the equipment.

NOTE

WARNING

Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not 
cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference 
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the 
device.

This Class [B] digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.
Cet appareil numerique de la classe [B] est conforme a la norme NMB-003 
du Canada.

      CAUTION
Antenna shall be mounted in such a manner to minimize the potential 
for human contact during normal operation. The antenna should not 
be contacted during operation to avoid the possibility of exceeding the 
FCC radio frequency exposure limit.

The device meets the FCC requirements for radio frequency (RF) 
radiation exposure in the standard body worn configuration with no 
minimum configuration. In this configuration, which applies whether 
the belt clip or shoulder strap is used, the face of the printer from which 
paper is transported is facing away from the user’s body. The standard 
configuration must always be used when the printer is body worn.
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